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1 EXT. YANG HOUSE GARDEN - DAY

We see a Chinese garden. A pavilion stands in the centre

of a lotus pond. We see several servant girls setting up

tea on the round marble table in the pavilion. It is the

middle of summer and the lotus blossoms are in full bloom.

A stone bridge is built over the pond, and a path paves

through the garden. The rest of the garden is filled with

bamboo. Ming dynasty-style architecture is faintly

outlined in the distance.

SUBTITLE: CHINA, 1594 AD

Enter GENERAL YANG, a stern man in his 40s and OFFICIAL

XU, his friend of the same age. LING ZHI, Yang’s 22 year

old son is closely following behind them. They are dressed

in grand official garments that reflect their high ranking

in court. The three are walking through the garden, they

pause on the bridge.

GENERAL YANG

I am most impressed by your

recent publication on managing

the treasury, Official Xu!

OFFICIAL XU

They are nothing compared to your

achievements on the battlefield!

Even Ling Zhi has many battles

won under his name!

GENERAL YANG

But didn’t your son rank first in

the poetry festival this year?

Anyway, shall we?

General Yang gestures to the setup at the pavilion.

OFFICIAL XU

After you.

They sit down on the stools, a servant girl serves tea.

Official Xu picks up his cup and takes in the aroma.

GENERAL YANG

You need to try this tea. This is

an exquisite brew from my

daughter’s private collection,

Zhi had to bribe her just to get

this!

OFFICIAL XU

Your daughter? The last time I

saw her she could barely walk!

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL YANG

Yes, she turned fifteen just last

month.

OFFICIAL XU

They sure grow up quick, don’t

they? My son just had his

coming-of-age ceremony too.

Official Xu takes a sip from his tea. He closes his eyes

for a few seconds, enjoying the aftertaste.

OFFICIAL XU

Has she been selected for the

upcoming concubine draft?

GENERAL YANG

I will not have my little girl

marrying into the palace. I will

find her an eligible husband

before then.

General Yang’s expression visibly softens. Official Xu

takes another sip of his tea, clearing his throat.

OFFICIAL XU

Might I suggest something then?

GENERAL YANG

Go on, I’m listening.

2 EXT/INT. LING YUE’S ROOM - SAME DAY

Ling Zhi walks up to a set of wooden doors. He notices

that one door is partially open. He knocks three times.

LING ZHI

YUE! Are you here?

There is no answer. Ling Zhi steps foot into the room.

LING ZHI

Come out, father needs you for

something very important.

The bedroom is extremely clean. Pink curtains are pulled

back in the centre of the room, revealing a well-made bed

with floral bedding. The room is almost atypical of a

lady’s quarters except the many piles of scrolls and books

littered on all surfaces. There is also a Guqin tucked

away neatly in the corner of the room. Not a single person

can be seen. Ling Zhi frowns.

LING ZHI

Where did she run off to this

time?
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3 EXT. YANG HOUSE COURTYARD - DAY

We see LING YUE, General Yang’s energetic 15 year-old

daughter, perched on top of a tree in the stone-paved

courtyard. She is attempting to look over the walls of the

house and into the bustling streets outside. She is in

plain-coloured men’s robes. Her hairstyle is simple and

only has a gold lotus hairpin as the decoration.

XIN’ER, Ling Yue’s personal lady-in-waiting of the same

age, stands at the bottom of the tree with a worried

expression on her face.

XIN’ER

Miss, you have to come down soon!

Master will not be happy!

LING YUE

I can see so much more from up

here! I’m always stuck in the

stupid litter when we go out, you

can’t see anything behind those

curtains!

Ling Zhi enters the courtyard and finally spots his

sister. He hurries over to her and looks up at her,

expression very displeased.

LING ZHI

Yue! Come down this second!

Ling Yue is unfazed by her brother’s demand. She leans out

further, almost taunting him.

LING YUE

I don’t want to!

LING ZHI

Father needs you right now, do

you want to keep him waiting?

LING YUE

Nice threat! You know father

would never be angry with me.

Ling Zhi has run out of ideas, his voice is no longer

raised and has reduced to an almost-pleading tone.

LING ZHI

Yue... Please. This is very

important, do come down.

Ling Yue ponders for a second, before a calculating smile

creeps up her face.

(CONTINUED)
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LING YUE

Okay... I’ll come down... If you

promise to spar with me tomorrow!

Ling Zhi pinches the bridge of the nose and nods

defeatedly. Ling Yue does a victorious fist pump into the

air, before gracefully jumping down the tree in three

hops. She skips out of the courtyard, Xin’er scurrying

behind her. Ling Zhi is left behind, he sighs.

4 EXT. YANG HOUSE GARDEN - DAY

Ling Yue and Ling Zhi enter the garden. Ling Yue hurries

over to her father and holds his arm affectionately. Her

naughtiness is all gone and has been replaced by a sweet

daughter with twinkling eyes.

LING YUE

You asked for me, daddy?

GENERAL YANG

Where were you? It’s been half an

hour! Official Xu had just left!

He holds his daughter at arm’s length and examines her.

GENERAL YANG (CONT’D)

And what on earth are you

wearing? Where are your dresses?

This is not ladylike at all!

Ling Yue makes a face.

LING YUE

Neither is reading and sword

fighting but you still let me!

GENERAL YANG

How on earth can you present

yourself like this to the Xu

household?

LING YUE

Present myself? What do you mean?

GENERAL YANG

Official Xu and I have arranged

for you and his son to be

married. That is why I had

summoned you!

LING YUE

Marriage...? What? I want to

become a general like you and

brother! Or a scholar... or

anything but a stupid housewife!

(CONTINUED)
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GENERAL YANG

It is your duty to marry. That is

how girls bring honour to their

families. I have let you off the

hook too much. Your mother will

be disappointed in me in heaven.

General Yang gently adjusts the hairpin on Ling Yue’s

head. She runs her fingers through it, her face drops.

LING YUE

I don’t want mother to be

disappointed...

GENERAL YANG

Then you will start acting like a

lady of your status, so you do

not lose face for our family!

Ling Yue stays silent and has her head hung low.

GENERAL YANG (CONT’D)

Official Xu has sent the

matchmaker in a few days for the

official proposal. Until then, I

will arrange for you to take

proper lessons to make a good

impression with her.

LING YUE

Yes, father.

5 INT. LING YUE’S BEDROOM - DAY

Ling Yue is fast asleep in her veiled bed. She hears the

CROW of a rooster and wriggles around in bed, struggling

to wake up. She sticks an arm out of the veil.

LING YUE

Xin’er... Fetch my clothes... I

must get up for sparring with

brother...

As Ling Yue’s eyes slowly open, she sees her bed veil

being drawn back by an unfamiliar silhouette.

LING YUE

Xin’er, why aren’t you speaking?

Ling Yue fully takes in the person in front of her. Her

face is in shock as she realises that what greeted her was

the no-nonsense face of LADY SU, the guidance teacher that

her father had sent. She is a strict woman in her mid-30s,

but she looks much older.

(CONTINUED)
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LADY SU

Good morning, are you ready to

begin your lessons for today?

6 INT. LING YUE’S BEDROOM - SAME DAY

We see Lady Su putting the finishing touches on Ling Yue’s

outfit. It is a rigid, many-layered dress especially tight

around the waist. It is choking the life out of Ling Yue.

She is then guided into a pair of embroidered high heels,

which she struggles to balance on. She also picks and

scratches on her new hairdo, which is adorned with many

elaborate jewels and pins.

LADY SU

Now we move onto the makeup.

Ling Yue groans loudly and Her posture slumps, this causes

her to trip and fall.

7 INT. LING YUE’S BEDROOM - NEXT DAY

Lady Su and a very stiff Ling Yue sits across from each

other on the dining table. They each hold a sewing needle

in their hand and are working on embroidery. Lady Su is

working incredibly fast, while Ling Yue pricks herself

multiple times navigating her own silk ring.

LADY SU

Are you sure you have done this

before?

LING YUE

Yeah! I once made a brocade pouch

for brother!

Ling Yue puts down her work in progress, walks over to her

chest drawers and digs through it.

LING YUE (CONT’D)

He even said that I should keep

it because it’s too beautiful.

Finally finding what she was looking for, Ling Yue holds

up a brocade pouch, with what appears to be a colourful

lump embroidered on the silk. Ling Yue hands it over to

Lady Su, who scrutinises this ’masterpiece’.

LADY SU

Is this... a cloud?

LING YUE

No! It’s a tiger, can’t you see?

Lady Su frowns.
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8 EXT. YANG HOUSE COURTYARD - NEXT DAY

Lady Su and Ling Yue are sitting on the bamboo patio of

the courtyard. They are holding Pipas in their hands. Lady

Su plays a complex musical number, she sings a beautiful

accompanying tune.

Ling Yue tries to imitate her, but her singing comes out

like a screech and her melody made Lady Su, Xin’er and

even the other servant girls cover their ears in pain.

Sighing, Lady Su puts down her instrument and gestures for

Ling Yue to do the same.

LING YUE

I really tried, I swear!

LADY SU

This is not right, your father

told me that you are very

talented in this area, do you

perhaps play another instrument?

Ling Yue ponders for a moment, before gesturing for Xin’er

to fetch for her Guqin from her room. Xin’er returns as

Ling Yue sits down cross-legged, setting up the instrument

on her lap. She tunes it briefly.

LING YUE

I didn’t really have a teacher or

anything for this... so it might

not be very good.

Ling Yue begins to play. Her melody starts off slow and

mellow, but quickly turn into something much more intense

and emotional. She eventually closes her eyes and loses

herself in the tune. Lady Su is in awe.

LADY SU

This is amazing, I’ve never heard

of a playing style like this

before. Did you really

self-teach?

Ling Yue does not respond. Lost in the moment, she begins

to recite ’Summer Landscape" by He Xinlang.

9 EXT. OUTSIDE THE YANG HOUSE - SAME DAY

We see XU YUAN, Official Xu’s 20 year old son, lurking

outside the walls of the Yang House with SI MO, his

servant and childhood friend. They are dressed in simple,

commoner’s garbs and are carrying cloth packs on their

backs. Yuan is repeatedly trying to peer into the

courtyard via the small openings on the wall.

(CONTINUED)
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YUAN

Are you sure she’s in there? I

can’t see anything.

SI MO

I’m positive, young master. My

sources told me that her lessons

will be in the courtyard today.

Yuan backs away from the wall and, as if suddenly hit with

a bright idea, he throws his pack at Si Mo, who catches it

with an audible grunt. Yuan rolls back his sleeves and

adjusts his shoes.

YUAN

I have an idea, give me a boost,

quick!

SI MO

Why do you need to see her so

bad? The portrait artist is

literally going to paint her

tomorrow!

YUAN

I’ve got to see her before then.

I need to have time to back out

before it’s too late.

Si Mo sighs defeatedly and puts down both of the packs. He

gets on his hands and knees while Yuan tests out his new

makeshift stool.

YUAN (CONT’D)

If I’m already going to be stuck

with a boring woman for the rest

of my life, she at least needs to

be beautiful.

SI MO

But young master, I thought you

said that appearances don’t

matter to you, only talent and

personality does.

YUAN

She’s from such a famous house,

but no one has any information on

what she looks like or how she

is. This is the only way...

The two suddenly stop what they doing as Ling Yue’s Guqin

melody and poetry flows over the house walls. Yuan is

immediately mesmerised, while Si Mo (still on all fours)

looks shocked and amazed.

(CONTINUED)
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YUAN

This is an obscure poem from the

Song Dynasty, how can a girl know

of something this profound? Or

know poetry at all?

Lost in Ling Yue’s tune, Yuan smiles and spontaneously

brings out a wooden flute from inside his robe. He leans

against the wall and begins to play in harmony.

10 EXT. YANG HOUSE COURTYARD - SAME DAY

On the other side of the wall, while still playing, Ling

Yue hears the faint sound of a flute. This brings a wide

smile to her face as the two tunes are in perfect

synchronised with each other, she stops her recital but

not her playing.

LING YUE

Lady Su, do you hear that?

Lady Su does not reply to her. She has her eyes closed and

is enjoying the music herself. Ling Yue smiles to herself

and continues to play. She is clearly in love.

11 INT. XU HOUSE FRONT ROOM - NEXT DAY

Official Xu sits with Yuan. In front of them, a servant

holds up a painting of what appears to be Ling Yue. But

she has a moustache, a big mole and a thick mono-brow.

Official Xu is very angry, but Yuan looks amused, clearly

realising that the picture was a prank.

OFFICIAL XU

This is outrageous! Is this why

her father never brings her to

public occasions?

YUAN

I think she looks fine, father.

OFFICIAL XU

Fine? She looks like a man! You

can’t marry someone like this!

Send for the housekeeper! We must

cancel tomorrow’s proposal!

Yuan stifles his laughter, taking the painting from the

servant, he rolls it up and puts it on the table.

YUAN

Please don’t be angry, father. We

already promised the General, a

gentleman do not go back on his

words. Let the matchmaker go

(MORE)
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YUAN (cont’d)
according to plan tomorrow. I’ll

personally go with her.

OFFICIAL XU

Yo- Ah, just do whatever you

want!

12 INT. LING YUE’S BEDROOM - NEXT DAY

Ling Yue paces back and forth her room with Xin’er

standing by her side. She is again dressed in men’s

clothing. Her expression is visibly annoyed.

LING YUE

I don’t understand, we already

sent forth the tampered portrait!

Why are they still coming?

XIN’ER

Don’t be anxious, miss. Perhaps

the commotion outside is about

cancelling the arrangement?

General Yang enters the room, the door slams shut behind

him. He is very displeased.

GENERAL YANG

What are you still doing here,

looking like that?

LING YUE

Father I--

GENERAL YANG

They’re all here! Young Master Xu

even came himself! Your brother

is receiving them outside.

LING YUE

But I--

GENERAL YANG

Go get ready this instant! Do not

keep them waiting!

As General Yang turns on his heel to leave, Ling Yue grabs

her father’s sleeve. He is halted in his step.

LING YUE

Father, I cannot meet them.

GENERAL YANG

Are you just nervous? Don’t

worry, Xu is very handsome and is

admired by girls around the

country.

(CONTINUED)
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LING YUE

No! That’s not it!

GENERAL YANG

Then what is it? You don’t want

to marry into the palace do you?

LING YUE

I’ve fallen in love.

General Yang is shocked, he is at a loss for words.

LING YUE (CONT’D)

I don’t even know who he is, but

he made me realise that maybe

marriage isn’t too bad- If it’s

with someone with the same

interests as me who I can talk to

and enjoy spending time with.

GENERAL YANG

Yue, I never knew--

LING YUE

Am I asking for too much, father?

General Yang’s stern expression softens, he shakes his

head and chuckles to himself.

GENERAL YANG

The Xu’s will not be happy about

this--

Before General Yang could finish speaking, Ling Yue pulls

him into a hug. Her height barely reaches his chest as she

buries her face into his robes. He sighs and rubs her head

gently. Suddenly, a familiar flute tune plays outside.

Ling Yue’s ear perks up, she immediately pulls back, eyes

wide.

GENERAL YANG

Ah, that must be the young

master, I shouldn’t keep them

waiting if we are to decline.

A smile creeps up Ling Yue’s face as she realises

something, her eyes twinkle, much to the confusion of her

father.

LING YUE

Who said anything about

declining?


